Dean’s Undergraduate Research Fund Recipients 2014-2015

HATEM ABDALLAH, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALLISON ADAMS, Gender and Sexuality Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMUEL AHMAD, Biochemistry, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

MEERA AIYAGARI, French, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

HEBA ALLAM, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALICE ANDERSON, English and American Literature
Larry and Klara Silverstein Research Scholar

JULIA APOZNANSKI, Anthropology
Sidney Probst Research Scholar

THOMAS ARCE, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOSEPH ARYANKALAYIL, Psychology
Varet Family Research Scholars

CHRISTOPHER ASEERVATHAM, Biology
Dr. Charles Barbiere Research Scholar

DENIZ DURU AYDIN, European and Mediterranean Studies, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOSHUA AZAR, English and American Literature, Journalism
Robert Selander Research Scholar

EMILY BADIN, Psychology
Sidney Feldshuh & Lillian Kaplan Feldshuh Research Scholar

AUGUSTUS BAKER, Psychology
Ravi and Nalni Saligram Research Scholar

ISABEL BAKER, Biology
Mary Rudie Barneby Research Scholar
ZERINA BALIC, Biology, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KAUSTABH BASU, Chemistry, History
Barnet and Phyllis Liberman Research Scholar

ERIK BATTISTA, Urban Design and Architectural Studies
Jurate Kazickas Research Scholar

MELISSA BAZYDLO, Spanish
Angelica Foundation Research Scholar

STACY BEACH, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ERIC BENSON, Politics
Jeffrey S. Gould Research Scholar in American Politics

VIKTORIYA BERDAN, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GAELIN BERNSTEIN, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KRISHNA BIKKASANI, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TIMOTHY BISHOP, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ABIGAIL BISI, Psychology
John G. Fleming Research Scholar

VITTORIO BISIN, Economics and Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

LAUREN BLACKBURN, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SHEILA BLAIR, Anthropology
Nicholas and Andrea Ferrara Research Scholar

KRISTINA BOGOS, Hellenic Studies, Journalism
Myron Kove Research Scholar

CHELSEA BONA, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ILANA BREEN, Biochemistry
Herman Berkman Undergraduate Research Scholar
CHASE BRENNICK, Psychology
Daniel A. and Amy L. Rock Research Scholar

BARRON BROCKSMITH, Art History
Herman J. Wechsler Research Scholar in Fine Arts

JULIE CACHIA, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SARAH CASPER, Psychology
Horace Wendorf Research Scholar

ALEXANDRA CASS, History, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

HUI-JAN CHANG, Computer Science, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

FEIFEI CHEN, Psychology, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KIMBERLY CHEN, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SELENA CHEN, History, Politics
Schachter Family Research Scholar

YUWEN CHENG, Biology, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KATE CHIA, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHIH YUN (EILEEN) CHIU, Politics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DORIS CHIU, History, Sociology
James A. Shea Research Scholar

NICHOLAS CHUA, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CARA CIFFERELLI, English and American Literature, History
Samuel E.Q. Ashley Research Scholar

SARAH COOK, Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ELI CORCOS, Mathematics, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar
CHRISTEN CROSTA, Neural Science
Liebman Family Research Scholar

ANDREA CUMPELIK, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

EMMA KRISTINA CURTIS, Anthropology
Joseph Gilbride Research Scholar

ABHISHEK DALAL, Economics, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PHILIP DALGARNO, European and Mediterranean Studies, French and Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ATISH DE, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

RUCHITA DE, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

WENYU DENG, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NISHA DESAI, Chemistry
Drs. Aaron A. and Francine M. Stein Family Research Scholar

PARIS DEYOUNG, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALAISS DIOP DIAKHATE, Journalism, Spanish
Joseph Jerome Research Scholar

ALEX DOMANSKI, English and American Literature
Giuseppe Astorina Research Scholar

ANTHONY DONADIA, Global Public Health/History
William B. Baer Research Scholar

JAYSON DORSETT, Psychology
Sylvia Engel Friedman Research Scholar

MARYJANE DUMANKAYA, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

OANA DANIELA DUMITRU, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

STEPHANIE ECKARDT, Journalism, Romance Languages
Collegiate Research Scholar
LAURA EDELMAN, Art History
Shirley Schmones Wallach Research Scholar

S NATHASHA EGODAGE, Economics, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

CANDAN EREN, Neural Science, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

WARREN ERSLEY, Chemistry, Computer Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER EWELL, Environmental Studies, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

GABRIELLE EWING, Film and Television, Journalism
Miller Family Research Scholars

CAROLYN FAN, Global Public Health/Sociology
Dr. Molly S. Geller Research Scholar

KUSH FANSIWALA, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHAIM FEIGEN, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

FELIX FEIST, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER FELDSINE, English and American Literature
Thomas Kane Research Scholar in English

ALYSON FERRO, Journalism, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANTHONY FILIPOVIC, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALICE FISCHETTI, Comparative Literature, Romance Languages
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEC FLETCHER, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ISABELLE FOSS, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

WILLOW FREDERICK, Journalism, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
SHREYAS GANESH, Neural Science, Psychology
The New York Community Trust Murray Hidary Research Scholar

BHARGAVI GANESH, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ROBERT GARDNER, Economics and Computer Science
Philip Alfred Lotz Research Scholar

EVELYN GLAZE, Anthropology
Daniel Getman and Leonard Marker Memorial Research Scholar

WILLIAM GOEDEL, Sociology
Wilfred L. and Ruth S.F. Peltz Research Scholar

BENJAMIN GOH, Economics, International Relations
Dr. Milton Goldstein, D.D.S., Research Scholar
Ellie and David Werber Research Scholar in Social Sciences

LILY GOLDMAN, Psychology, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALMA GONZALEZ, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

WHITNEY GRAHAM, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARIAN GRAU, History, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEX GREENBERGER, Art History, Cinema Studies
Howard Levene (WSC ’41) Research Scholar

ZELDA GROVE, Anthropology
Joseph A. Rice Research Scholar

YOUXIN GUAN, Biology
Joel and Shari Beckman Research Scholar

ADAM GUNTER, Computer Science, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KALYANI GUPTA, Economics, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GABRIELLE GUSSIN, Biology
James Koch Research Scholar
JONATHAN HA, Chemistry, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHANNON HALEY, Physics
Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar

TAMZID HASSAN, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

PATRICK HEALEY, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

MEGAN HOCH, Psychology
Lydia R. Reeve Research Scholar

MAIJA HONIG, Biology, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

HOWARD HUANG, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER ICK, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

SURYA IEROKOMOS, Economics, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDREA MARIANA ISLAS REGALADO, French, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

VALERIE ITTEILAG, Art History
Russell and Diane Hawkins Research Scholar

ERIC LENER IVES, German, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

OLIVIA JACK, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ETHAN JACOBS, Journalism, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

TANIM JAIN, Biology
Peter Bergmann Research Scholars

ZAIN JAVAID, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TIM JEFFERS, Biology
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Research Scholar
CAROLINE JOHNSON, Drama, History  
Joan Kupersmith Larkin Research Scholar

MICHAEL JONG, Chemistry  
Walter and Phyllis Loeb Research Scholar

NADIA KALE, Politics  
Ariel and Alaleh Ostad Research Scholar

MIKAELA KANE, Sociology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

NIKITAS KANELLAKOPOULOS, Physics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SEAN KAROTT, Biology, Psychology  
Steffi Berne Research Scholars

JACLYN KASLOVSKY, Politics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARIASOFIA KATSIKOUMBAS, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

DANIELLE KELLIER, Biology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANDREW KELLY, Chemistry, Neural Science  
Peggy and Bernard Sakin Research Scholar

DENNIS KESELMAN, Spanish and Linguistics  
Marie and Anthony Rao Research Scholar

THEMASAP KHAN, Neural Science  
John and Julia Lindsey Research Scholar

MARK KHOURY, Neural Science  
Collegiate Research Scholar

AVA KIAI, French  
Washington Square College Class of '42 Research Scholar in Humanities

SO-UN KIM, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

LEANA KING, Neural Science, Psychology  
Daniel A. Swick Research Scholar
KISHAN KISHAN, Biology
Nathan and Sarah Chesin & Bernard and Mollie Steuer Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

DREW KOGON, History, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CLARA KOO, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JAMES KOPF, German, Politics
Kringstein Family Research Scholar

ISABELLA KOPIJ, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

AHILEAS KRAUSSE-TSAHIRIDIS, Economics, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALYSSA KRETZ, Psychology, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ROMINA KROSNYAK, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ELIZABETH KU, Biology
George Maker Research Scholar

MARY LA ROCQUE, Economics, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

BENJAMIN LANG, Language and Mind
Arthur Frommer Research Scholar for Travel and Global Studies

CAROLINA LAROTTA, Psychology, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSHUA LAVINE, Hebrew and Judaic Studies, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOSEPH LEBOWITZ, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KRISTEN LEE, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTINA LEONG, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LAUREN LEWIS, Environmental Studies, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar
AMANDA LIM, Economics, International Relations  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

JIAJI LIN, Chemistry, Physics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

XIAOFEI LIN, Biology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

QI LIN, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

AI NA LIU, Economics, Sociology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

SHAREL LIU, Urban Design and Architecture Studies  
*Joan C. Suttses Estate Research Scholar*

MICAH LOEWINGER, Journalism, Philosophy  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

CHARALAMBIA LOUKA, Neural Science  
*Dr. Aston McLaughlin Research Scholar*

CHENGQI LU, English and American Literature  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

HELEN LYO, Biology  
*Dr. Dorothy Starr Research Scholar*

JOY MADUBUONWU, Global Public Health/Anthropology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

ELIZABETH MAGUIRE, History  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

LUISA MAJNONI D’INTIGNANO, Economics and Mathematics  
*Arthur Noulas Research Scholar*

IGOR MAKSIMOVIC, Chemistry  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

MONICA MALONE, Anthropology, Psychology  
*Marion Cohen Griffel Research Scholar*

CARSON MARTINEZ, Neural Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

NINA MARYN, Biology  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*
LIA MASUR, Anthropology, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

MIA MATTHIAS, Anthropology and Linguistics
Susan and Robert Grossman Research Scholar

DOMINIC MCCAFFREY, History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NATALIE MCCAULEY, Environmental Studies, International Relations
Pudding Hill Research Scholar

KATHLEEN MCCLURE, Economics, Romance Languages
Collegiate Research Scholar

CLIO MCCONNELL, Dramatic Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MEAGAN MCDERMOTT, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEXANDRA MCHALE, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHELSEA MEACHAM, Social and Cultural Analysis, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

ELENA MERCADO, Politics, Romance Languages
Sigal Family Research Scholar

RAGHAV MISHRA, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LEAH MLYN, Social and Cultural Analysis
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

BRIANA MULLINS, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

DIANE MUN, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

RAEESA MUNSHI, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DILYN MYERS, English and American Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

BRYAN NELSON, Mathematics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
CHRISTINA NUNEZ, Biology, Chemistry
Jack Sitt Research Scholar

LAYO OLUAYIWOLA, Art History
Collegiate Research Scholar

DEANNA OLIVER, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PAMELA OSBORN POPP, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

ASHIMA OZA, Psychology
Max Bronner Research Scholar

LEEANN OZER, Music, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RAVI PANCHOLI, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANIKA PARADKAR, Chemistry, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

KOMAL PATEL, Anthropology, Journalism
Drs. Mayank and Amita Patel Research Scholar

JANKI PATEL, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHIVALI PATEL, Biochemistry
Roger and Beth Carlton Research Scholars

NICOLETTE PAYNE, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEXA PEARCE, Art History, French
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALIDA PECANIN, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARIE PEDERSON, Sociology, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

CECILIA PELLEGRINI, Biology, Comparative Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

AVINA PEREIRA, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
RICHARD PEREZ, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MARIA PERICA, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Dhandevi Persand, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Hamza Pervaiz, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Adam Peterson, Language and Mind, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Paige Picard, History
J.S. Sinclair Research Scholar

Sebastian Piombo, Chemistry
William J. McKeon Research Scholar

Jacob Priley, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Jonathan Pun, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Teresa Qi, Biochemistry
Howard M. Weisberg Family Research Scholar

Syed Rahman, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Raquel Rahmey, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Priyanka Ramesh, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Rishabh Ranawat, Computer Science, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Gabrielle Ranger-Murdoch, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Artricia Rasyid, Anthropology, Comparative Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Judith Ratcliffe, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
ALI REHMATULLAH, Linguistics
Collegiate Research Scholar

FAITH ROBINSON, Global Public Health/Prehealth
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

EMILY ROCHE, Russian and Slavic Studies
Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar

ODILE RODRIK, Psychology
Arthur L. Wolf Research Scholar

RACHELRY RONDON, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JONATHAN ROSENTHAL, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JESSICA ROTHWELL, Anthropology
Eileen Guggenheim Research Scholar

NICHOLAS SACHS, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

HADEEL SADEK, Biology
Sorrell and Lorraine Chesin Research Scholarship

MOHAMMAD SADIC, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CELIA SALISBURY, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RICHARD SALTONSTALL, Environmental Studies
Richard Robins Entrepreneurial Research Scholar

MICHELLE SANCHES, Biology, Environmental Studies
Nicole and Joseph Meyer Research Scholar

JOHN SANTUCCI III, Chemistry
Rose and Barry McMerney Research Scholar

MARGARET SAUNDERS, Journalism, Spanish
June Schlesinger Katz International Research Scholar

CLAUDIA SBUTTONI, Italian, Sociology
Count Lorenzo Attolico di Adelfia Research Scholar

MAYA SEKHWAR, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar
DANUSHA SELVA KUMAR, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RAKA SEN, Sociology, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

DOAA SHALABI, Economics
Linn-Cohen Family Research Scholar

JOANNA SHAW, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

BRYNN SHERMAN, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ILANA SHIFF, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LYNN SHIN, Anthropology and Linguistics
Collegiate Research Scholar

LENA SKALABAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ZOE SLEMMONS, Journalism, Romance Languages
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

AMBER SMOCZYK, Politics, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

JESSICA SOMBERG, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANJELI SONG, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

BRE’ANNA SONNIER-THOMPSON, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALBA SORGE BERENGUER, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

STEPHENV SPIVACK, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ADRIANA STEPHAN, French, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar
AMANDA SU, Biology
Dr. Evan and Brooke Kaye Research Scholar

DANIEL SUAREZ, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CALVIN SUNG, Philosophy
Harold E. Akselrad Esq. Research Scholar

ALEXANDER SWAN, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CAMERON SWEENEY, French, German and Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LUNA SZOKE, Journalism, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOSHUA TAN, History
Susumu Okamura Research Scholar

JONATHAN TAN, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TERENCE TAN, History, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANDREW TAN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DEWI TAN, Anthropology, Art History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TIANYU TANG, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

KONSTANTINE TETTONIS, Environmental Studies, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

KRISTINE THOMASON, Journalism
Heights Alumni Association Research Scholar

ELIOT THOMPSON, Latin American Studies
Hirschfeld Family Research Scholar

KELLY TRIPATHI, Chemistry, Politics
Tory Dent Research Scholar

CINDY TSUI, Computer Science
Salant Family Research Scholar in Pre-Health Studies
ABHINAY TUMATI, Chemistry
Bailey Family Research Scholar

SOPHIE TUNNEY, English and American Literature, History
Holten Family Research Scholar

BRITTANY VALENTE, Africana Studies, European and Mediterranean Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

LAUREN VEZNEDAROGLU, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

MATHEUS VIANA COELHO AMARAL, Economics, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

MADELEINE VIDGER, Environmental Studies, Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CLAIRE VOON, Art History, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KATHERINE VOORHEIS, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JULIA WALLACE, Psychology, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

MITCHELL WANG, Biology, Economics
Max and Cecil (Steuer) Chesin Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

ANDREW WASSON, Economics
Julie C. Schiefflin Research Scholar

KANE WHEELOCK, Linguistics
Collegiate Research Scholar

LEAH WIEDENMANN, Journalism, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARISA WOLFF, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CARINA WONG, Broadcast Journalism, French
Kurt M. Mislow Research Encouragement Scholar

JENNIE WOO, History, Politics
Mortimer J. Natkins Memorial Research Scholars

ELLEN YANG, Biology
Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar
IRENE YAU, Anthropology, Biology  
*Nathan Ende Research Scholar*

XIAOWEI YI, Art History  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

ANTHONY YU, Chemistry  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

JOHN YUEN, Biology  
*Benjamin P.B. and Fannie L.G. Feldman Research Scholar*

BRIAN YURASITS, Environmental Studies  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

QIUSHI ZHANG, Economics, Mathematics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

XUANZI ZHANG, Mathematics, Physics  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

NAN ZHAO, Economics  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

KEVIN ZHEN, Politics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

CATHY ZHU, International Relations  
*College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar*

---

**Conference Grant Recipients 2014-2015**

ZONIA ALI, Neural Science

JOSEPH ARYANKALAYIL, Psychology

EMMA KRISTINA CURTIS, Anthropology

MARGARET EBY, Sociology

NICHOLAS GUARRIELLO, Asian/Pacific/American Studies, Gender and Sexuality Studies

EVELYN GLAZE, Anthropology

DENNIS KESELMAN, Spanish and Linguistics

ROSIE (SO YEON) KOO, Mathematics, Neural Science
HELEN LYO, Biology
KYSA MCSKY, Neural Science
LEAH MLYN, Social and Cultural Analysis
BRYAN NELSON, Mathematics, Psychology
JESSICA ROTHWELL, Anthropology
MANAN SHAH, Neural Science, Psychology
BRYNN SHERMAN, Neural Science
SANJNA VERMA, Computer Science, Economics

Freshman and Sophomore Training Grant Recipients 2014-2015

MAAME AMOA-ASARE, Neural Science
BRITTANY CHO, Psychology
MD SADAKAT CHOWDHURY, Chemistry
ANDREA CUMPALIK, Neural Science
AKSHUNNA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics
CAREN DOUEIRY, Biology
SAURAB FARUQUE, Neural Science
WHITNEY GRAHAM, English and American Literature
ELLA KUZMENKO, Computer Science and Mathematics
SIRI LOKEN, Psychology
DOMINIC MCCAFFREY, History
JESSICA MENG, Biology
EDWARD MOJICA, Neural Science
AMBER NENNER, Psychology
EUNICE PARK, Global Public Health/Anthropology
PARTH PATEL, Anthropology
ZOE PATRICK, Chemistry
JONATHAN PUN, Biochemistry
RISHABH RANAWAT, Computer Science, Mathematics
WILLIAM REDMAN, Mathematics, Physics
MELISSA SCHIFF, Computer Science, Mathematics
RISHI SHARMA, Chemistry
CLARA SI, Biochemistry, Classical Civilization
SHAQUILLE SINCLAIR, Language and Mind
JE YEONG SONE, Biochemistry
RITU VADODARIA, Biology
DANIEL VELEZ, Biology, Politics
ZEJIA YU, Neural Science
VINCENT ZHENG, Biochemistry, Chemistry